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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
I want to thank Catherine Jami and Maria Rentetzi for inviting me to talk today about the issue of the gender gap in academics from an historical perspective. As an historian of science and physicist working on the scientific practices by women in 18th century, my talk will serve several objectives: I will illustrate some of the many obstacles women had to face to be able to practice science, I will present the varied strategies they used to do so and enumerate the must-haves to be a “respected femme savante”. Nowadays, more than 200 years later, the situation of women in STEM has deeply improved but the gender gap is still present. Looking back to the past can give us some clues to understand the mechanisms of women’s segregation and discrimination. It also provides some tools to fight this gap and deconstruct gendered representation.
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Lessons from the Gender Gap Project 2

R. Ivie & S. White, Measuring and analyzing the gender gap in science through the global survey of Scientists, A Global 
Approach to the Gender Gap in Mathematical and Natural Sciences: How to Measure It, How to Reduce It?, p. 13

Encountering sexual harassment at school or work by discipline.

“The horizontal bar indicates the point
estimate, and the dashed lines indicate the
standard error. The standard error is much
larger for History of Science due to a
smaller number of respondents.”

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
The Gender gap project revealed, and I really want to stress this point, that STEM are not the only disciplines which are victims of gendered discrimination: history of science is too.  This is a graphic from Rachel Ivie and Suzan White’s study showing that women’s risk to meet sexual harassment in history of science reaches probably the same levels than in STEM (more responses are needed).



Lessons from the Gender Gap Project

Women in STEM

Women in History and Philosophy of Science
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
So, the experience acquired in STEM to reduce this gap gives us an inspiration to reach equality in history of science in the future.



Lessons from sociology, psychology, science 
education studies

D.W. Chambers, 1983
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J. Gray, 1992

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
That is why, before turning to history, let me sum up the statements already reached about STEM by sociologists, psychologists and science educators.The Gendering of STEM varies in time, space and demographic groups. It depends on sociocultural environment and individual-level traits, the lattest being strongly influenced by sociocultural environment. At the individual level, the self-integration of the Mars and Venus tale (discourse inherited from a long tradition of gendered sociocultural norms and naturalization) is very effective to prevent women fron studying STEM. They develop avoidance strategies to keep away from sexist situations and male-dominated professions. For those who invest science despite all, the gender discrimination by employers in particular in academics is often a brake on their career as revailed recent studies (Men preferred as lab manager : Corinne Moss-Racusin et al., 2012 – Higher quality of publication if by a man : Sylvia Knobloch-Westerwick et al, 2013 – During Jobs interviews women are more likeky to be interrupted - manterrupting : Mary Blair-Loy et al, 2017). The gendered divisions of family labour slow also down their career but in minor way (Sharon Sassler et al, 2017).At a macro-level, the impact of many elements are listed such as the labor market’s creation of « pink-collar occupational ghettos » based on social representation of the feminine qualities or the cultural beliefs (Draw a scientist)



Sexual Harassement, Picture a scientist, 2020
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Stereotype threat, S. Spencer, 1999

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
, stereotype threat). This cultutal beliefs and traditions are based on naturalization/essentialization of women’ abilities. Of course, the national policies and social arrangements have their role too, and sexual harassement (in its varied forms) also drives many women out of scientific careers as shown in the recent movie ‘Picture a scientist’.



Lessons from sociology, psychology, science 
education studies
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NCIS TV show
Lego - Women in science

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
During the last past decades, international policies to favor the integration of women in STEM identified several possible tools to improve equality such as the circulation of counter-stereotypes showing successful women scientists through toys, books, movies, tv shows, videogames, interviews, etc.The geographical disparities (Iran, Georgia, …) suggested to expand school requirement in STEM so that girls would not avoid science classes. Attention was also raised to the stereotype threat in education and the necessity to create a positive environment to study. 
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WYSK®

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Role models in science also offer a way to encourage women to study STEM. History of science has a role to play in raising attention to the actresses who were made invisible by the ‘Great Men’ History narrative. Mentoring and Supportive peer networks are paramount to empower women. Scientists as historians of science have already developed such supports (Femmes & Sciences, European Platform of Women Scientists, Women’s Commission of DHST of the international Union of history and philosophy of science and technology).It is also crucial to work on the culture of the workplace so that women are as welcome as men. The role of governments (education, work rules) and organizations such as the IUHPST are key to ensure equality and integration.



P. Roussel, Système physique
et moral de la femme, 1775,
Googlebooks

Enlightenment’s historical lessons
Biological limitations and social norms

“innate genetics differences in the
brains of men and women that
account for this difference [under-
reprensentation in STEM]”

Lawrence Summers, Harvard president, 2005
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Even if nowadays context is very different from the 18th century European one, some continuities prevail in the mechanisms of exclusion of women from STEM. The naturalization discourse is a strong component integrated in the Mars/Venus tale. During Enlightenment, the social norms excluding women from science were justified by their biological limitations as states Roussel, French physician in 1773. He wrote: “There is no doubt that this weakness, which we have said characterizes the organs of women, forbids them the efforts of that restraint of mind which is necessary to the study of the abstract sciences, even to get lost in them; & that their imagination, which is too mobile, & not very capable of keeping a permanent attitude, makes them unsuitable for the arts which depend on this faculty of the soul.” These words from the past, however, are echoed in the speech given in 2005 by the Harvard president explaining the under representation of women in STEM because of “innate genetics differences in the brains of men and women ». 



William Cheselden, Osteographia or the anatomy of the bones, 
Londres, 1733

“Women's brains are suited to social skills and memory, 
men's perception and co-ordination”, The Guardian

M. Ingalhalikar et al., Sex differences in the structural connectome 
of the human brain, Proceedings of the National Academy of 
Sciences, Jan 2014, 111 (2) 823-828

Biological limitations and social norms
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
A biological reason for the gender gap seems to remain a grail to find,while many sociological studies showed how gendered norms are responsible for it. From muscles and organs structure, the quest shifted to genetics or neuronal reasons. 



“ The search for abstract and speculative truths, principles, axioms in the sciences,
everything that tends to generalize ideas, is not the domain of women […] Women
are more witty, and men have more genius ; women observe, and men reason. ”

J.J. Rousseau, L'Émile ou de l'éducation, 1762

Intellectual limitations and social norms

“Women on average show a higher interest in people and men in things.”
James Damore, Google engineer, 2017
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
So the intellectual limitations attributed to women for example by the French philosopher, J.J. Rousseau influenced the way children were educated all along 18th and 19th century, as his book L’Emile ou De l’éducation published in 1762 was very popular : “ The search for abstract and speculative truths, principles, axioms in the sciences, everything that tends to generalize ideas, is not the domain of women […] Women are more witty, and men have more genius ; women observe, and men reason. ”… this supposed inferiority and the so-called “natural” dedication to the care by women remains nowadays in common thinking. A report written by a Google engineer stated in 2017 that women are underrepresented in tech not because they face bias and discrimination in the workplace, but because of inherent psychological differences between men and women : : “Women on average show a higher interest in people and men in things. […] they have higher anxiety” … so “We need to stop assuming that gender gaps imply sexism” 



“it is in them a prodigy which is a monster : it is rather, something
singular and extraordinary than great and beautiful”.

Recueil de l'Académie des Jeux Floraux, Toulouse, 1723, p. 189

Priscille de Catelan de 
Portel ( 1662?-1745)
Musée de Narbonne

Women in science as monsters
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Googlebooks

Enlightenment’s historical lessons

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Women who did invest in STEM are often depicted as exceptions to their gender, some sorts of monsters, as already observed during 18th century by several women. Priscille de Catelan de Portel, a learned woman, testified in 1723 : « The persons of my sex can only distinguish themselves by Beauty, by Witticism and by Virtue. The value to which all other glory appears languid, is proper and peculiar to men: if the merit of this quality is sometimes found in persons of my sex, it is in them a prodigy which is a monster: it is rather, something singular and extraordinary than great and beautiful. So women must be beautiful or graceful. Men, among the privileges they have given to themselves, were exempted from such duty; but they have imposed it to us; so that it seems that we harm them when we fail.”



Women in science as monsters
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Émilie Du Châtelet (1706-1749)
Maurice Quentin de la Tour, 18th century

Gallica

Enlightenment’s historical lessons

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
That is exactly the way Emilie Du Châtelet, the French natural philosopher who translated to French the Principia of Newton, was drawn by Mme du Deffand in her Correspondance littéraire, mars 1777 : “Imagine a tall, dry woman, with no ass, no hips, narrow breasts, two small nipples coming from far away, big arms, big legs, enormous feet, a very small head, a sharp face, a pointed nose, two small sea-green eyes, a black, red, hot complexion, a flat mouth, sparse and extremely spoiled teeth.”
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2016Yvan Adam, 1986

Social representations

Coppel, 1726, commons.wikimedia.org

Enlightenment’s historical lessons

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
So in 18th century, the social representation of a learned women ou femme savante in reference to Molière’s play is the one of a Monster, a non-Woman… as is still the case in the theatre poster of the play in 2016



Social representations

2016
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
The femmes savantes remain mythical creatures !During 18th century, how could women react while facing such segregation ? What were their (counscious or unscouscious) strategies ?



Quotation: OBSPM, Ms 1090, Letter from F.X. von Zach to J. Lalande, Gotha, 1799

Norms integration…

Charlotte von Saxe-Meiningen,
duchess of Gotha (1751-1827)
Stiftung Schloss Friedenstein
Gotha. Isabelle Lémonon, 2017
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Aberration table, Connaissance des temps, 1801, Gallica

Lunette méridienne
Stiftung Schloss Friedenstein

Gotha. Isabelle Lémonon, 2017

Enlightenment’s historical lessons

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
The archives keep tracks of several testimonies, many of which show norms integration. The duchess Marie Charlotte de Gotha who practiced astronomical observations and calculations, was attributed these words : “In Germany, a learned woman means that she is a bad wife, a bad mother, a bad housewife, a bad citizen, in short, everything that is bad and ridiculous on top of everything else...” 



“if the time ever comes when women are given the same education as men, I am sure that
we shall see many learned women, but we are not there yet, and we must be content as
long as we are left with the common sense that is sometimes lacking in the greatest
scientist.”

BMI Carpentras, Fonds Raspail, Ms 2761 fol. 57/58, Letter from M. C. de Gotha to M. J. Lefrançois, April 23, 1799

Norms integration… and clear-sightedness

15Enlightenment’s historical lessons

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
But a more private correspondence shows that while integrating the social norms she demonstrated clear-sightedness about what she recognized as sociocultural injunctions: “I don't like to be ridiculed for my taste in astronomy. I don't know anything more fatal than a so-called learned woman who reasons about everything like a jug and wants to be extraordinary even while pissing. As long as a woman is good, and has a character of her own, and has a well-furnished head, that is all that is needed, science and savantise are for men, and if the time ever comes when women are given the same education as men, I am sure that we shall see many learned women, but we are not there yet, and we must be content as long as we are left with the common sense that is sometimes lacking in the greatest scientist.”



“Why are the advantages not equal where there is the same necessity? […]
There is no difference between the senses, the organs, the mind of the one
sex and the other. The very delicacy or weakness of the female sex makes it
more capable of acquiring science, being free from the male mass.”

Marie Gasparde de Copponay de Grimaldi (169? - 1740), ca 1714, in F. Mugnier, 1893, p. 190

Norms questionning… and evolution
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Another woman, Marie Gasparde de Copponay de Grimaldi, illustrated a mixed attitude of integrating, questionning and evolving the norms she had to cope with. She wrote : « Why are the advantages not equal where there is the same necessity? […]  There is no difference between the senses, the organs, the mind of the one sex and the other. The very delicacy or weakness of the female sex makes it more capable of acquiring science, being free from the male mass.” 



“I am well aware that, thanks to the injustice of men, our sex seems to
have renounced serious study in general; but this certainly does not
prove that we are incapable of it. [...] A dispute has given me the desire
to defend our rights publicly [...] Why should I not try [...] to claim
some of the rights that have been usurped from us. ”

Analyse ou exposition abrégée du système général des influences solaires par Mademoiselle de ***, Durand, Paris, 1771

Norms rejection
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Isabelle Lémonon, 2017

Enlightenment’s historical lessons

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Some women and men even clearly rejected the segregation women were living. In this physics book published in 1771, the author stated : “I am well aware that, thanks to the injustice of men, our sex seems to have renounced serious study in general; but this certainly does not prove that we are incapable of it. [...] A dispute has given me the desire to defend our rights publicly [...] Why should I not try [...] to claim some of the rights that have been usurped from us. ”



Self-fashioning

Self-fashioning and networking as factors of integration

Emilie Du Châtelet (1706-1749)
Marie Charlotte de Gotha (1751-1827)
Geneviève Thiroux d’Arconville (1720-1805)
Victorine de Chastenay de Lenty (1771-1855)

Angélique Delisle (1696-177.)
Marie Anne Pigeon d’Osangis (1724-1765)
Nicole Reine Lepaute (1723-1788)
Marie Louise Du Piéry (1746-1830)
Marie Jeanne Lefrançois (1760-1832)
Claudine Picardet (1735-1820)
Catherine Tigny (17..-1813?)

Self-fashioning and Networking

Social status

18Enlightenment’s historical lessons

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
For all these women, self-fashioning in their writings according to their time gender norms was critical. Modesty, discretion, devotion to the family and amateur-like presentation were expected. Networking was also key to ensure them the safety to be able to go on practicing science.According to their social status – from very high nobility such as the marquise Du Chatelet, the duchess of Gotha, the countess Victorine de Chastenay ; to minor nobility, notables, laborer or craftspeople like du Piéry, Lefrançois, Pigeon or Lepaute -, they could have been born with an all-made network or have to build it. 



Marie Louise 
Du Piéry
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
With the caution of self-fashioning, this network, was a protection from external criticisms and a way of legitimacy. It enabled for instance some women such as du Piéry who developed a diversified network to integrate provincial scientific academies. Networking and self-fashioning are still paramount nowadays, both for men and women.



Giants and Dwarfs? or Token and Subalterns ? 20

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
To conclude, I would like to address the general theme of this conference: Giants and Dwarfs in Science, Technology and Medicine. It seems to me that most women of the past in science would appear as “Dwarfs” in the historical narrative (no legitimacy, no discovery, no easy sources to find), reinforcing the prejudice of their intellectual inferiority in STEM. The few ones who should qualify for the “Giants” status either are sometimes used as token  to create the impression of gender inclusiveness (Marie Curie) or undergo the Mathilda effect described long ago by M. Rossiter (Rosalind Franklin). This epistemic injustice maintain these women as subalterns of history.



“ individual occupational preferences are social products. Aspirations for STEM work are
shaped by the (real or perceived) culture of STEM fields and by deeply rooted beliefs
about the intrinsic natures of men and women. ”

S. Thébaud et M. Charles, 2018

G. Rippon,  The gendered brain, 2019
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
As historians of science, it seems to me that our goal is to question this epistemic injustice. It is also key to ensure that the reasons of the invisibility of women in the history of STEM are explained : lack of education, social norms imposed to women and the construction of an heroic and institutional narrative from which they were excluded. The role of international organizations such as the IUHPST is paramount in supporting this research to enrich a more global historiography. The DHST’s Women and Gender studies commission is already at work (as other international organizations) and much remains to be done in a larger scale.History can contribute to fight what the neuroscientist Gina Rippon call the ‘Whac-a-Mole’ myth of the female and male brains by showing as she writes that “a gendered world will produce a gendered brain”. It is a rich tool to show what the sociologists Sarah Thébaud and Maria Charles stated in 2018 : « individual occupational preferences are social products. Aspirations for STEM work are shaped by the (real or perceived) culture of STEM fields and by deeply rooted beliefs about the intrinsic natures of men and women »



Thank you for your attention
22
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